Introducing The State of the Art Modular Aesthetic Treatment Technology System

This High Performance Modular Platform Offers a Wide Range of The Leading Non-Invasive Aesthetic Technologies That Can Be Added As Modules to This Device Allowing The Option To Infinitely Expand Services To Grow Your Enterprise
INSTANTANEOUS FULL BODY TARGETED FAT LOSS

- Subcutaneous Fat Reduction - Full Body
- Cellulite Reduction - Full Body

The Ultra Forme HD Ultrasonics Treatment Modality Utilizes a Focused Ultrasound Wave Technology That Bursts Fat Cells - Which are Then Naturally Metabolized Permanently Out of The Body Producing Instantaneous Circumferential Reductions.
INaintaneous Full Body & Face Targeted Fat Loss

- Subcutaneous Fat Reduction - Face & Body
- Cellulite Reduction - Full Body

The Ultra Forme HD Lipo-Sculpt Lite Treatment Modality Utilizes Multipoint High Energy Light Waves That Penetrate the Epidermis and Trigger A Chemical Reaction That Releases The Contents of The Fat Cell Membrane Causing it to Shrink in Size Instantly

BEFORE

AFTER
INSTANTANEOUS FULL BODY & FACE SKIN TIGHTENING

- Tightens Loose Skin - Full Body & Face
- Cellulite Reduction - Full Body
- Stretch Mark Reduction - Full Body

The Ultra Forme HD Therm-Lift Treatment Modality Utilizes Radio Frequency Waves That Penetrate the Epidermis and Tighten the Skin From the Inside out, While Stimulating Collagen Fibroblast Production That Creates Tighter, More Supple Skin that Will Look Noticeable Younger -Instantly
INSTANTANEOUS DEEP FACIAL TISSUE TIGHTENING

• Wrinkle Reduction - Face
• Deep Line Reduction - Face
• Skin Tightening - Face & Neck

The Ultra Forme HD Ultra-Lift Treatment Modality Utilizes Ultrasound Wave Therapy to Penetrate into the Layers of Muscle Under the Epidermis Stimulating Those Muscles to Naturally Lift & Tighten, Producing A Younger Appearance -Instantly

BEFORE

AFTER
ASK YOUR ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE ABOUT ADDITIONAL TREATMENT MODALITIES THAT ARE AVAILABLE AS ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

**IPL - Hair Removal System**
(**Intense Pulsed Light**)  

**HIFU - Fat Reduction System**  
(**High Intensity Focused Ultrasound**)  

**These Systems Can Be Easily Integrated Into The Ultra Forme High Definition With Simply A Module Exchange At Anytime**
With over 157,300 treatment hours, the Ultra Forme HD aesthetic system’s rapid results technology™ ensures consistently high customer satisfaction - with one treatment delivering instantaneous - measurable reductions & results. Motivating you’re client’s to purchase additional treatments.